Neurons responsive to the current memory target. We hypothesized that we would observe
48
"memory target cells," which we defined as neurons whose activity was modulated by the location of 49 the current, to-be-remembered chest as subjects drove to it during navigation. We were motivated 
58
To identify these "memory target cells," we analyzed each cell's spiking activity as a function 59 of the location of the upcoming chest, in addition to the subject's current position (Fig. 2a) . We 60 generated firing rate heatmaps both based on the location of the upcoming memory target, as well 61 as the subject's own position. We identified neurons whose firing rates were significantly modulated 62 using permutation tests.
63
We labeled neurons as memory-target cells if their firing rate significantly varied as function of 64 the chest location. Figure 2b illustrates the activity of one example memory-target cell from the left entorhinal cortex (EC) of Patient 9. This neuron increased its firing rate when the subject navigated 66 to chests that were located in the "south-central" part of the environment (p < 0.001). Critically,
67
while this cell's firing rate was modulated by the location of the upcoming object, it did not vary represent remote locations in a task when they are important behaviorally.
82
Given the large literature on place cells (Muller, 1996) , we also characterized neurons whose firing 83 rates were modulated by the subject's current position. Figure 3 we tested for the existence of "heading-direction" cells in our dataset, which we defined as neurons 96 that varied their firing rate according to the direction that subjects moved in the virtual environment, 97 grouped into four 90°bins, which we refer to as north, south, east, and west. Twelve MTL neurons (9%) showed significant changes in firing rate in relation to subsequent 119 memory performance, which is greater than the 5% expected by chance (p = 0.014, binomial test).
120
This effect was most prominent in the PHG (p = 0.011, binomial test; Fig. 5d ). Of the twelve cells 121 that showed significant memory-related firing-rate changes, seven demonstrated significant memory-122 related firing rate increases while five showed significant decreases (see Figure 5C ). Of the 12 memory 123 cells, zero were place-like cells, 3 were memory-target cells, and 2 were heading-direction cells. the memory-target cells we describe represent locations that are denoted by identical treasure chests.
142
Thus, our study adds to the growing evidence that MTL neurons can be modulated as a function of 143 salient remote spatial locations.
144
In addition to our primary finding of neurons that activate for remote target locations, we also 
Methods

191
Experimental Task
192
The subjects in our study were neurosurgical patients, who performed one of two versions of the
193
Treasure Hunt (TH) task (referred to as 'object-cued' and 'location-cued' in Figure 1a ). TH is a 3D Encoding, and Retrieval phases. The focus of this paper is on the Navigation period.
200
Each trial of the object-cued task begins with navigation to a chest (i.e., the Navigation phase) 201 using a joystick. Upon arrival at the chest, the chest opens and either reveals an object or is empty.
202
The subjects remain facing the open chest for 1.5 s (Encoding phase). In each trial the subjects locations, one of which is a lure location that does not match the location of any of the trial's objects.
217
Intracranial Recordings
218
Fifteen patients (10 Male, mean age=32 years, minimum age=20 years) with medication-resistant 219 epilepsy participated in this study. Subjects underwent a surgical procedure in which depth electrodes NeuroPort recording systems (Blackrock Microsystems, Salt Lake City, UT). We conducted automatic 228 spike detection and sorting in Combinato (Niediek et al., 2016) and followed by manual sorting to 229 identify putative single neurons following criteria described in Valdez et al. (2013) .
230
Subjects participated in a total of 23 TH sessions. Across these sessions we successfully isolated 231 a total of 131 putative neurons from microelectrodes localized to the medial temporal lobe (MTL).
232
Forty-five of these neurons were in the HF: hippocampus and subiculum, and 86 were in the PHG:
233
EC, perirhinal cortex, amygdala, and parahippocampal cortex (see Table 1 ) .
234
Behavioral performance
235
We assessed performance on the object-cued task as in earlier work We analyzed neural data collected from the navigation periods of each task session. The rectangular 251 environment was binned into a 5 × 7 grid, and both the current location and current memory target 252 location were logged for each navigation epoch. For the data from a grid location to be used in the 253 analysis, the subject must have occupied that location for a minimum of 5 s or 2 s when binning by 254 subject position or memory target position, respectively. We discretized the behavioral navigation data 255 into 100-ms epochs, and calculated the subject's current average x-and y-coordinate, current chest 256
x-and y-coordinate, and speed within each 100-ms bin. We excluded navigation epochs during which 257 subjects were not moving for more than 500 ms from the analyses. We binned the spike data into the 258 corresponding 100-ms epochs and calculated the firing rate for each spatial bin. We calculated firing 259 rate by subject position using the subject's virtual position, and firing rate by memory target position 260 using each path's corresponding chest location.
261
We identified spatially modulated cells using an ANOVA to predict firing rate with current and 262 memory target location as predictors. We assessed statistical significance using random circular per- was in the 95 th percentile of the test statistics from the shifted data, the parameter was considered 267 a significant factor in modulating firing rate.
268
To test for modulation of firing rate by heading direction, a separate ANOVA was conducted 269 with heading quadrant (N,E,S,W) as a factor. The heading direction was determined using the x,y 270 coordinates of the path and calculating the movement angle. To test for modulation of firing rate by 271 subsequent memory another separate ANOVA was conducted with memory performance as a factor.
272
For each cell-type category, we tested the proportion of significant cells against the null hypothesis 273 that the proportion was not significantly different from chance using a binomial test with alpha = 274 0.05. We smoothed the firing rate maps for visualization purposes by binning into a 11 x 16 grid and 275 applying a Gaussian filter with a 1.1 bin standard deviation. Any grid with at least 100 ms spent in it 276 was included in these plots, and all other locations were plotted as white.
277
Control for epileptic regions
278
The units from three subjects in our study were localized to what was clinically determined to be the 
284
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